
Playground Patterns
Take Art outdoors and work on the playground for a change of scale and introduce drawing 
from the shoulder rather than the wrist.

•  Giant chalk sticks - white or coloured
•  Digital camera

• NOTE: An overcast day is best for this activity to avoid  
 children overheating.
• Decide what focus or theme the drawings should have.  
 In the examples shown the focus was on drawing patterns  
 with straight and curved lines. Handwriting patterns also  
 work well.
•  Draw a pattern on the playground surface making sure it  
 is clear - it may help to draw over the lines twice.
•  Show the children the movement your arm made and  
 ask them to copy that in the air. This helps them begin to  
 develop some muscle memory and will help with the  
 actual drawing.
•  Repeat with different types of pattern.
•  Take a line for a short walk then ask the children to  
 continue the line for you. You could suggest that the  
 line is the path taken bean animal or an insect and you  
 want them to draw the line showing the way this particular  
 creature moves. This adds a more formal pattern at the  
 beginning. 
•  Take photographs of the drawings with a digital camera.  
 These can then be used as stimulus back in the   
 classroom.
•  If using the photos for an APFS project check the guide to  
 using photographs on the APFS website www.apfs.org.uk

Materials

Method

Taking it further

Experimenting

Print out the photographs and ask the children to draw or 
paint the same patterns on paper. Work on a much smaller 
scale using colouring pencils or felt-tipped pens on long 
strips of paper then hang these from the ceiling.

Drawing from the wrist allows small, tight marks to be made. 
Drawing from the shoulder allows bigger, more flowing marks 
to be made but also requires more control and is a great 
way to develop the motor skills needed for these larger 
movements.
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